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"""
Your urgent attention and action is requested!"
We need as many members as possible to submit to the Public Consultation on the review of the 
EU copyright rules which will be implemented by the EU Directive. This is an important opportunity 
to get our voices heard but in our view, the number of questions and the way they have been 
structured suggests an attempt to elicit specific responses. We have therefore studied the 
consultation document in depth and have put together a set of Guidance Notes with explanations 
and suggestions on how to respond. ""
To make things easier and quicker we suggest using the simplified online form at http://
www.rightsholderseucopyright.eu and keep these Guidance Notes alongside to help.""
Please do bear in mind:!
• responses should be individual - do not just copy and paste the text"
• you do not need to answer each question - pick those that matter most to you"
• if you don’t agree with the suggested proposal, leave blank or use your own answer ""
If you would like to view and/or complete the original consultation as published by the EU 
Commission please visit http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/2013/copyright-rules/
docs/consultation-document_en.pdf ""
Deadline 5th February 2014!"
Whilst completing the survey do keep in mind pressure is being brought on the IPO by the EU to 
make content more accessible for consumers and also by our Government to provide economic 
opportunities for growth for content providers. Everyone is a consumer of online content at some 
point but whilst issues concerning the availability of BBC iPlayer, NetFlix, Spotify across the EU 
might be an inconvenience to a consumer and seen as a barrier to growth by a service provider, 
they do not in themselves affect the livelihoods of rights-holders, particularly photographers. ""
It is therefore highly recommended that you answer these questions as professional 
photographers and rights-holders in order to address the issues of most relevance.""
Remember, you do not need to answer all questions - it is the number of responses which will 
be most important rather than the number of questions answered so we need as many as possible 
to submit but please ensure the responses are relevant and reflect your role as a professional 
content creator. In those cases where no proposal is given use No opinion or leave blank.""
If you only have time to do a few, section II subsections B C and D are the most important.!"
The Government intends to publish a summary of responses to the consultation within three 
months of the closing date. The amended regulations will be laid in Parliament at an appropriate 
time thereafter.""
For those that do submit a response, thank you. Your support is appreciated and hopefully will help 
us to help you and help make a difference. This does affect us all. """
I Type of Respondent ""
We suggest answering as:" -" Author/performer - this is regarded as a rights holder"
" " " " -" End user/Consumer - everyone is an end user/consumer"

http://www.rightsholderseucopyright.eu
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""
II Rights & the functioning of the Single Market" "
The point of this section is to harmonise an EU digital single market and to remove complexity to 
enable all digital content to be available across borders.""
A. Territorial scope!"
3." This area is mostly for broadcasters, publishers, content providers etc. Give examples if 
you issue multi territory licenses otherwise we would suggest leaving blank""
4." Outline any problems of which you have experience or which you can foresee"""
B. Need for clarity!"
3. Linking & Browsing!"
11." The suggestions here are impractical and would effectively ‘break’ the way the Internet 
works. Such moves would also directly violate freedom of expression. Our proposal is to clarify that 
hyperlinking has no copyright implication.""
12."  These measure would effectively prevent anyone from being able to view content on any 
website without permission of the rights holders, fundamentally impacting each citizen’s right to 
read and each creators’ right to impart information. Our proposal is that viewing content that has 
already been made available has no copyright implication.""
4. Download to own digital content!
" "
14." The consequences of reselling a digital image to a 3rd party is specifically prohibited in 
most licenses. Our proposal is that the restrictions on resale should not be removed and that the 
consequences would be potentially damaging to creators’ future income as well as a violation of 
existing license terms, client confidentially agreements and further unintended consequences."""
C. Registration of works!"
This section is due to claims it is sometimes too difficult to ask permission to use copyrighted 
works as consumers are unsure whether or not a work is copyrighted and who to contact. ""
16. " Our proposal is that the existing copyright system is not broken, that protection against 
infringement already exists and that if the moral right to be identified as the author were to be 
enforced, there would be no doubt on who to contact leading to a reduction in the number of 
Orphan Works.""
17. " Our proposal is that copyright is currently automatic in the UK and that if creators have to 
register every image it will be time consuming. Many already spend time embedding metadata and 
identifiers which are subsequently being stripped out.""
18." To incentivise rights holders to register therefore, there has to be a sustainable system in 
place which can be seen to be beneficial either in easing the process, reducing the likelihood of 
infringement, fast-tracking any claims or substantially increasing the value of any award."""
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""
D. How to improve the use and interoperability of identifiers!"
19." Our proposal is that identifiers as well as rights ownership already exist in the form of 
metadata meeting IPTC guidelines, which is routinely being stripped out so (1) the EU could 
include pre-existing metadata in the requirement for identifiers, rights ownership and permission 
databases, (2) ensure any such records are based on open standards, that they are available to all 
content creators and that they can be read by all market participants without cost and (3) that such 
records operate and are accessible not just across Europe but globally."""
E. Term of protection - is it appropriate?!"
20. " This questions whether the existing term of 70 years after the death of an author is still 
appropriate in the digital age, again citing the argument that it is not always clear who the author is. 
Our proposal is to accept that that the existing term may no longer be appropriate and that legally 
the only option would be to revert to the length as revised Berne Convention. """"
III Limitations and exceptions in the single market!"
21." Yes. Currently, each EU country can choose which exceptions and limitations they wish to 
comply with. Exceptions refer to areas such as private research and study, parody, etc  - this is 
potentially problematic when dealing with clients from different member states or when clients 
share content online with friends and family in another EU state. Our proposal is that the 
exceptions should be the same across each EU country so that EU citizens have the same access 
to culture and knowledge.""
22." Currently, it is only a requirement to adopt one exception, leaving the others optional. Our 
proposal is as above, that the exceptions are mandatory and harmonised across all EU countries.""
23." The argument here can be construed as that for adoption of a ‘fair use’ principle such as in 
use in the USA where ‘fair use’ means any copyrighted material can be used providing the use is 
‘fair’. Our proposal is that instead (1) exceptions do not need to be removed and (2) that an 
additional exception be considered to exclude government-produced work from copyright 
protection to become part of the public domain thereby boosting innovation, information and 
creativity.""
24." This could again be used as another means of suggesting adoption of a ‘fair use’ policy on 
the premise that it stifles innovation and creativity if consumers can’t just use images, films and 
music any way they choose. Our proposal is that rather than relaxing existing regulations, greater 
harmonisation is required across EU countries and that any future proposals are scrutinised with 
this in mind.""
25." Our proposal is that greater flexibility is not the answer, that greater harmonisation offers a 
more sustainable approach providing opportunities for future growth of the creative sectors.""
26." Territorial limitations have an effect where one country adopts an exception that another 
does not, making an action legal in one country but illegal in another. Again our proposal is that 
greater harmonisation where each EU country follows the same set of exceptions offers a more 
robust approach.""
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"""
27." The argument here is that authors who do not receive compensation do not suffer specific 
harm. Our proposal is that the concept of fair compensation be revisited but that it should be 
accepted that harm is indeed caused by stifling creativity and innovation in the future if creators are 
not fairly compensated for the use of their work."""
A. Access to content in libraries and archives!"
28." b. The existing exception does not cover all situations in which the cultural/heritage sector 
need to make reproductions as part of preserving collections and the exception is not implemented 
in the same way across the EU. Our proposal is that we accept the needs of the cultural/heritage 
sector and again ask for greater harmonisation of the exception across the EU.""
29." Our proposal is that we accept the existing exception may need further clarification and 
broadening but that in allowing institutions to make reproductions it be limited to non-commercial 
advantage. This would of course need to be implemented in each country across the EU.""
30." Funding for preservation and archive projects will only come about with the appropriate 
public accessibility and support. Our proposal is to broaden the existing exception to allow all 
necessary acts of reproduction, including mass digestion projects, for the cultural heritage sector to 
achieve those aims with the provision that these be limited to use which is not for direct 
commercial or economic advantage or for use in line with other exceptions.""
31." Only legislative clarification is required, see 30 above.""
34. " See 30"""
B. Teaching!"
42." b. The current exception is broad but not implemented as broadly as allowed by Copyright 
Directive by most EU countries. Our proposal is that if implemented more broadly, the exception 
allows full use of copyrighted materials both in classrooms and online courses and should also 
allow for use in teaching compilations without requiring a license.""
43." Our proposal is to harmonise the exceptions and make an education exception mandatory 
with express use of computer software, databases and multimedia allowed."""
C. Research!"
47." b. Our proposal is that there is already a broad provision to cover research in the Education 
exception, that this is sufficient and that the type of institution is not relevant, providing that the 
research itself is non-commercial. """""""
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"""
F. User-generated Content!"
58." This can be viewed as another attempt to justify an argument for ‘fair use’ by suggesting 
EU users find it impossible to share even non-commercial ‘mash-ups’ from pre-existing works 
online. c. Our proposal is that the current legalities are unclear and incoherent across the EU 
jurisdictions, so making it difficult for anyone to know what may or may not be acceptable.""
59." a. Our position is that creators of original content already have difficulty in ensuring their 
work is identified properly for online use. Proprietary systems have proven to be insufficient, for 
example by stripping metadata and other identifiers from content. A uniform, open solution is 
sought.""
60." a. If you have experienced problems in being identified or remunerated if your pre-existing 
works have been used to create new works, then let the Commission know.""
61." Again our proposal here is that if the existing exceptions were implemented uniformly 
across the EU that this would not be an issue.""
62. 63" See 61"""
IV Private Copying and reprography!"
64. " This relates to the uncertainty of legality in various EU states of moving digital content 
between devices. Our proposal is there is a need to clarify,  all existing exceptions and limitations 
must remain valid in the digital environment to ensure rights do not decline and that again, greater 
harmonisation of exceptions across the EU would remove that uncertainty.""
65." Beware - this is actually two issues and needs to be answered in two parts to avoid an 
assumption that will result in levies being applied. 1) Firstly you are being asked if you want to 
have to pay to copy content legally purchased to another device for private use that does not 
unreasonably affect the rights holder (ie copying a music track to another device to listen to whilst 
travelling). 2) Note that more services are licensing content so that when purchased online you are 
being allowed to copy it a number of times, included in the price paid. Adding a levy is therefore 
paying twice. If you disagree with this system, let the Commission know why.""
66." Legal certainty is needed for any business to develop new online services and unnecessary 
levies to compensate for unproven loss can create unnecessary burdens. Our proposal is that the 
harmonisation of existing exceptions across the EU and adoption of licensing terms allowing 
realistic copying to a number of devices is a more robust approach.""
67-71" In many EU countries there is a system which recognises the right to make private copies 
but applies a levy to to compensate rights holders. Our proposal here is that if a levy is applied it 
should be shown as such in any transaction along with detail on its purpose and how the money 
will be used. The concern is if any levy is applied twice."""""""
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"""
V Fair renumeration of authors and performers!"
72." The premise of this question proposes the idea that there is a means for monetary 
compensation already in existence but in many EU countries it does not exist. Our proposal is that 
if the creators’ financial benefit is the main objective then an expanded ‘droit de suite’ provision 
would offer more sustainability. This effectively creates the right under EU law for artists to receive 
royalties when their works are resold. This right already appears in the Berne Convention but is not 
present in all member EU countries."""
74." Our view is that it remains crucial that any proposals in this section should not interfere with 
any creators’ right to grant free licenses where appropriate or to not participate in any further 
exploitation of their works so making them unavailable for further use. This is particularly where 
exclusive rights may already have been granted."""
VI Respect for rights!"
75." This question only asks about civil enforcement yet unlawful commercial usage of 
copyrighted works is considered a criminal offence so should be clarified. Our proposal is that for 
copyright to gain respect it should be seen as fair and balanced by both creators and users and not 
be seen or perceived to unfairly advantage one over the other.""
76." See 77""
77." Our proposal here is that the concept of copyright should aim to encourage creativity and 
innovation for the benefit of society as a whole. Currently, creators feel there is no respect for their 
work, feeling that many users want access to everything without having to pay or ask permission. 
Conversely, users feel they are being stifled by not being allowed to legally use copyrighted works 
in ways that they wish. A balance is needed which is seen as fair and sustainable by both sides."""
VII A single EU Copyright Title!"
78." Our proposal is that we strongly support any means to achieve more harmonisation for 
rights and exceptions across the EU with a single framework for enforcement.""
79." Our proposal is that this is of the highest priority which needs to be dealt with at the earliest 
opportunity to produce a unified, harmonised EU copyright law."""
VIII Other issues!"
80." Our proposal is that clarification is needed as to whether a faithful reproduction of a 2D 
public domain work creates any new form of copyright. ""
This question provides an opportunity to cover any other topic you feel may be (better) addressed 
by EU laws.""
Hopefully these Guidance Notes will help explain some of the complexities and understand what is 
actually being asked even though the question may not say as much


